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The Spatial Bias of the Boundary Idea in Western Thought 
Arguably the most ancient concern in Western philosophy is boundaries and the lack 
thereof. lnferring from his answer, Thales-according to Aristotle, the first person to 
concern himself with questions about nature instead of the gods-posed the first 
(implicit) question of Western philosophy: Of what is the world composed? His 
successor, Anaximander, rejected Thales's answer, Water, in favor of what he called 
theapeiron. This word is formed frorrperas, meaning end, limit, or boundary, in 
combination with the alpha privative (a-) meaning -/ess, un- or non-. That out of which 
everything else is composed, the stuff of the world, the cosmic arch, is, according to 
Anaximander at the dawn of Western philosophy, the apeiron, the endless, the 
unlimited, the unbounded. This word, pregnant with so much significance, is often 
anachronistically mistranslated as the "infinite." The idea of a spatially infinite substance 
could only arise a century later in dialectical response to conundrums proffered by 
Parmenides and Zeno. Though we can never know for sure, Anaximander probably 
meant to suggest that unlike a common substance-such as water, which is wet, or air, 
which is dry-the arch can have no definite qualities and that it was homogeneous. The 
arch must be apeiron, that is, an indefinite stuff without interna! boundaries. 

Being alive and divine, Anaximander's apeiron began to move itself in a swirl, or 
vortex motion, and thereafter more definite stuff-the hot, the cold, the wet, and the 
dry-"separated out" of it. These more definite substances-later concretized by 
Empedocles as fire, earth, water, and air, respectively-were gathered, like to like, into 
regions. Earth collected in the center of the swirl, surrounded by a hydrosphere, an 
atmosphere, and a pyrosphere. Naively experiencing our world, unprejudiced by 
postcopernican astronomy and geography, we do indeed observe the primary 
substances of the world to be internally bounded, albeit porously and imperfectly, in just 
such a way. Thus, at the inception of systematic Western thought about nature, it 
seems that what was believed to be essential to the formation of a kosmos-a beautiful 
world order-is the establishment of perata, boundaries. lndeed, the good left hand 
column of the Pythagorean Table of Opposites begins with peras opposed, in the bad 
right hand column, by apeiron. The Limit and the Unlimited, the Boundaried and the 
Unbounda,ied are, for the most ancient of Western philosophers, the first, the most 
primitive of cosmic principles. 1 

Thus in Western philosophical thought, as in contemporary political thought, the 
concept of a boundary is primarily spatial, even more particularly geographical. In the 
latter, the political context, when we hear "boundary" we are liable first to think spatially 
of frontiers, borders-often defined geographically by rivers, mountain ranges, sea 
coasts-that separate nation-states from one another. Crossing or penetrating 
boundaries strongly suggests, though it certainly does not actually entail, 
locomotion-that is, motion from one spatial/geographical location to another. But then 
we extend the originally spatial idea of boundary metaphorically. By means of a delicate 
nonverbal social dance casual friends establish boundaries between themselves. More 
intimate friends may actually negotiate the boundaries of their relationship; for example, 
love making may be across the border. A primary objective of the ideology of identity is 
to define the boundary of the group-American lndian, African American, Hispanic, 
Latino/a, Chicano/a, Gay, Lesbian-who is in and who is out. Such are political 
boundaries of another kind, interna! to nation-states. Sometimes hardening the 
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